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By Pierdomenico Baccalario

Yearling. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 320 pages. Dimensions: 7.5in. x 5.1in. x
0.9in.In the second installment of the Century Quartet, Italian author P. D. Baccalario continues the
mystery that will take four cities and four extraordinary kids to solve. NEW YORK CITY, MARCH
15Another mysterious artifact reunites Harvey from New York, Elettra from Rome, Mistral from
Paris, and Sheng from Shanghai. Soon they discover a series of four postcards written in code years
ago by the murdered professor who sent them on their quest in Rome. The cards send the kids all
over New York City, through old libraries and abandoned tunnels, in search of the Star of Stone, an
ancient object fundamentally connected to the earth. But a new set of villains, predators of
Manhattan nightlife, will do anything to stop them . . . Fans of Blue Balliet, Trenton Lee Stewart,
and Michael Scott will be drawn to this Da Vinci Code-like adventure for kids. This item ships from
multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

Absolutely essential study pdf. It is writter in basic words and phrases rather than hard to understand. I am just happy to tell you that this is basically the
finest pdf i actually have study during my personal lifestyle and can be he very best publication for actually.
-- Shyanne Senger-- Shyanne Senger

Comprehensive information! Its this sort of great go through. It really is rally interesting throgh studying time. I am just quickly can get a satisfaction of
looking at a created pdf.
-- Alexandra Weissnat-- Alexandra Weissnat
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